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Abstract. Various metal tartrate crystals find different applications. In the
present study pure lead levo-tartrate crystals were grown by using silica hydro
gel as the growth medium. Long, dendrite, dense and white crystals were grown
at the gel-liquid interface. Using complex impedance spectroscopy (CIS) technique, the complex impedance (Z ∗ ) and modulus (M ∗ ) properties of the crystals were analyzed as a function of frequency within the range from 100 Hz to
400 kHz at room temperature. The complex impedance and modulus plots exhibited the presence of grain (bulk) as well as grain boundary contributions in
the crystals. The M 00 versus frequency plot revealed two peaks, while the Z 00
versus frequency plot revealed only one peak. It has been found that these peaks
are of Debye type nature.
PACS codes: 84.37.+q

1

Introduction

Many metal tartrates find various applications in different fields, for example,
application of strontium tartrate as an important ferroelectric material [1], ferroelectric, dielectric, optical and thermal properties of calcium tartrate [2], application of iron tartrate as one of the prominent species in apple juice [3], piezoelectric application of cadmium tartrate [4] and addition of lead tartrate in gasoline
to prevent knocking in motors [5]. The gel growth technique is found to be
suitable to grow tartrate compound crystals [6] and many authors have reported
the growth of metal tartrate crystals [6-10], mixed metal tartrate crystals [1115] and ternary metal tartrate crystals [16,17]. For pure and mixed metal tartrate
crystals, EDAX, FTIR, Powder XRD, TGA and dielectric characterizations have
been reported but as far as the knowledge of the present authors is concern, very
scanty reports are available in the literature regarding the impedance analysis
of gel grown tartrate crystals [18,19] and no major reports are available in the
literature regarding the modulus and spectroscopic analysis of gel grown tartrate
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crystals. Hence, an attempt is made by the present authors to analyze the lead
levo-tartrate crystals by impedance and modulus spectroscopy.
Complex impedance spectroscopy [20] is an effective experimental technique
used to study the electrical behavior of the sample over a wide range of frequencies and temperatures. This method helps to separate real and imaginary
components of the complex electrical parameters and provides a true picture of
the material properties [21]. Using CIS method, one can resolve the relaxation
contributions, like, bulk properties, grain-boundary properties and electrode interface effects of polycrystalline materials. If these materials have two or more
contributions with different relaxation times, then two or more circular arcs are
observed in their complex impedance plane plots of Z 0 versus Z 00 , where Z 0
and Z 00 are the real and imaginary parts of the complex impedance plane, respectively, and the complex modulus plane plots of M 0 versus M 00 , where M 0
and M 00 are the real and imaginary parts of the complex modulus plane, respectively [20,22-24]. The complex impedance plots are useful for determining the
dominant resistance of a sample, but they are insensitive to the smaller values of
the resistances, while the complex modulus plots are useful in determining the
smallest capacitances. Sinclair and West [23] suggested the combined usage of
impedance and modulus spectroscopic plots. The peak heights of the spectroscopic plots of Z 00 versus frequency are proportional to R, i.e., it highlights the
phenomenon of largest resistance, while M 00 versus frequency plots are proportional to 1/C, i.e., it highlights the phenomenon of the smallest capacitance.
2

Experimental

Sodium metasilicate solution of density 1.05 gm/cm3 was used for the preparation of gel. Solution of 1 M levo-tartaric acid was mixed with the solution
of sodium metasilicate and the pH of the mixture was set at 4.5. The mixture
was poured in the test tubes of 2.5 cm diameter and 14 cm length to set into the
gel. The gel was set within 5 to 6 days and then supernatant solution of 1 M,
10 ml lead nitrate (anhydrous) solution was gently poured on the set gel without
disturbing the gel surfaces.
All the chemicals were AR grade and obtained from Ranbaxy chemicals. The
following reaction is expected to occur.
Pb(NO3 )2 + H2 C4 H4 O6 + nH2 O → PbC4 H4 O6 · nH2 O + 2HNO3
The amount of HNO3 produced is very less in comparison to the nutrients being
supplied to the growing crystals and hence no major limitation is imposed on the
growth of crystals [8,11-14,16,17].
The growth of crystals near the gel-liquid interface was completed within twenty
days. The crystals were dendrite type, dense, long and white. The growth of
crystals inside the test tube is shown in Figure 1.
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Z ∗ = Z 0 − jZ 00 ,
∗

∗

(1)
0

00

M = jωC0 Z = M + jM .

(2)

From equations (1) and (2) the equations of real part and imaginary part of complex electric modulus (M ∗ ) can be obtained as:
M 0 = ωC0 Z 00 ,
00

0

M = ωC0 Z .

(3)
(4)
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In the equations (2), (3) and (4), ω = 2πf is the angular frequency, f is the
frequency of the applied field and C0 is the vacuum capacitance of the measuring
cell and electrodes with an air gap of the dimension of the sample thickness.
C0 = ε0 A/t, where ε0 is the permittivity of free space (8.85 × 10−12 F/m), t
and A are the thickness and the cross-section area of the sample, respectively.
4

Result and Discussion

4.1

Frequency dependence of Z 0 and M 0 at room temperature

Figure 2 shows the frequency dependence of real (Z 0 ) and real (M 0 ) components
of the complex impedance and complex modulus at room temperature, respectively, for the pure lead levo tartrate crystals. It is observed from the plot that
the dispersion in the value of Z 0 within the frequency range 100 Hz to 250 Hz
is very small, which is mainly due to polarization and then within the frequency
range 300 Hz to 5000 Hz, a dramatic decrease in the value of Z 0 is observed
with increase in frequency. This indicates the increase in the ac-conductivity of
the sample with the increase in frequency [26] and the presence of space charge
conduction at low frequencies. This also indicates that the capacitive and the
very low constant
value
and becomes
almostcircuit
independent
ofthis
frequency,
which
resistive
components
of the equivalent
are active in
range of frequen0
cies [27]. At higher frequencies, the Z achieves nearly a very low constant value
inability of space
charges to follow the high frequency fields [28,29].
and becomes almost independent of frequency, which indicates the inability of
space charges to follow the high frequency fields [28,29].
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Figure 2. Plots of Z 0 versus log f and M 0 versus log f .

Figure 2: Plots of Z’ versus logf and M’ versus logf
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At lower frequencies, the Z’ decreases with the increase in frequency supporting a slow dynamic

relaxation process in the sample, probably due to space charge that gets released at higher

frequencies [28,30-33].
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At lower frequencies, the Z 0 decreases with the increase in frequency supporting
a slow dynamic relaxation process in the sample, probably due to space charge
that gets released at higher frequencies [28,30-33].
From the plot of M 0 versus log f , it is observed that M 0 reaches almost a constant value at higher frequencies. At lower frequencies M 0 value is very small
and tends to be zero indicating the removal of electrode polarization at the studied temperature [34,35]. The increasing value of M 0 with increasing frequency
and reaching a maximum value M∞ at high frequency, may be due to the distribution of relaxation processes over a range of frequencies [36]. The observed
dispersion is mainly due to conductivity relaxation spreading over a range of
frequencies and indicating the presence of a relaxation time, which is accompanied by a loss peak in the diagram of the imaginary part (M 00 ) of electric
modulus versus frequency. The absence of peak in M 0 diagram at room temperature within studied frequency range is due to the fact that M 0 in complex
electric modulus (M ∗ ) is equivalent to ε0 in complex permittivity (ε∗ ), i.e., M 0
represents the ability of the material to store the energy [37]. The reduction in
the value of M 0 at decreasing frequency results from the increase in the mobility
of the charge carriers. It is well known that the orientation of the charge carriers
and molecular dipoles becomes easier at low frequency.
4.2

Frequency dependence of Z 00 and M 00 at room temperature

Figure 3 shows the frequency dependence of imaginary (Z 00 ) and imaginary
(M 00 ) components of the complex impedance and complex modulus at room
temperature, respectively for the pure lead levo tartrate crystals.
The variation of Z 00 with frequency reveals that Z 00 value reaches a maximum
00
(Zmax
) and showing a relaxation or Debye-type peak. Such a behavior indicates
the presence of relaxation in the sample. The appearance of the peak at low frequency side indicates the grain boundary relaxation mechanism in the sample.
The peak height is proportional to the grain boundary resistance (Rgb ), as ex2 2
pressed in the equation Z 00 = Rgb ωm τ /1 + ωm
τ , where ωm is the relaxation
angular frequency and τ is the relaxation time [38].
The plot of M 00 versus log f shows two peaks at different frequencies. One at
low frequency ∼ 1011 Hz is attributed to the grain boundaries mechanism and
another one at high frequency ∼ 80380 Hz is attributed to the grain mechanism.
These peaks explain a well defined two semicircles in the M ∗ plot. These peaks
indicate the transition from short range to long range mobility, with decreasing
frequency. The low frequency side of the peak represents the range of frequencies in which the ions are capable of moving long distances i.e., performing
successful hopping from one site to the neighboring site, whereas for the high
frequency side, the ions are spatially confined to their potential wells and can execute only localized motion [39]. According to ideal Debye theory of dielectric
relaxation, the impedance (Z ∗ ) and the modulus (M ∗ ) maxima peaks occurs at
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in the pure lead levo-tartrate crystals at room temperature, complex impedance
spectrum is drawn in Figure 5.
6
This plot allows the resistances related to grain, grain boundaries and
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contributed by the grain boundary, while the intercept of the second semicircle at high frequency

side indicates the total capacitance contributed by the grain [38]. From the intercepts of the plot

on the real axis, the values of the grain boundary (Cgb) and grain (Cg) capacitances are found

59.5 pF and 40.5 pF, respectively.
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regions, which indicates different polarization mechanisms within the sample. At high

frequencies nearer to the origin, the figure shows a semicircular arc, which is attributed to the
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Figure 6: Equivalent circuit

5. Conclusion
Lead levo-tartrate crystals were grown by using silica hydro gel as the growth medium.
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The long, dendrite, dense and white crystals were grown at the gel-liquid interface. The real and

imaginary parts of complex impedance and modulus spectra of the lead levo-tartrate were
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Conclusion

Lead levo-tartrate crystals were grown by using silica hydro gel as the growth
medium. The long, dendrite, dense and white crystals were grown at the gelliquid interface. The real and imaginary parts of complex impedance and modulus spectra of the lead levo-tartrate were investigated by using the complex
impedance spectroscopy. The impedance and modulus plots showed the presence of grains as well as grain boundary contributions in the sample. The Z ∗
and M ∗ planes lead to lead levo-tartrate fit to the equivalent circuit composed
of two parallel combinations of resistances and capacitances connected in series
due to the grain and grain boundary mechanisms. The M 00 versus frequency
plot revealed two relaxation peaks, while the Z 00 versus frequency plot revealed
single relaxation peak and it was found that these peaks were a Debye-type.
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